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Read and download ebook for a morbid taste for bones (chronicles of brother cadfael
#1) by ellis peters ellis peters' introduction to the murderous medieval world of brother
cadfael... a morbid taste for bones in the remote welsh mountain village of gwytherin
lies the grave of saint winifred. now, in 1137, the ambitious head of shrewsbury abbey
has decided to acquire the sacred remains for his benedictine order. native welshman
brother cadfael is sent on the expedition to tran ellis peters' introduction to the
murderous medieval world of brother cadfael. a morbid taste for bones in the remote
welsh mountain village of gwytherin lies the grave of saint winifred. now, in 1137, the
ambitious head of shrewsbury abbey has decided to acquire the sacred remains for his
benedictine order. native welshman brother cadfael is sent on the expedition to translate
and finds the rustic villagers of gwytherin passionately divided by the benedictine's

offer for the saint's relics. canny, wise, and all too wordly, he isn't surprised when this
taste for bones leads to bloody murder. the leading opponent to moving the grave has
been shot dead with a mysterious arrow, and some say winifred herself held the bow.
brother cadfael knows a carnal hand did the killing. but he doesn't know that his plan to
unearth a murderer may dig up a case of love and justice.where the wages of sin may be
scandal or cadfael's own ruin. .more
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FROM FEAR TO FAITH: A SURVIVOR'S STORY (INCLUDES
ORIGINAL JOURNAL, &QUOT;CHRONICLES OF A CANCER
SURVIVOR &QUOT;)
at the age of 37, in peak physical condition and at the height of his corporate it
career, matt seemed to have it all: a lovely wife, a high-profile career and active
involvement in the community. but over a span of about eight months, he went
from playing daily tennis matches and running 12 miles a week, to barely being
able to climb a flight of stairs; and just weeks aft at the age of 37, in peak physical
condition and at the height of his corporate it career, matt seemed to have it all: a
lovely wife, a high-profile career and active involvement in the community. but
over a span of about eight months, he went from playing daily tennis matches and Readable/Downloadable
running 12 miles a week, to barely being able to climb a flight of stairs; and just
weeks after his 38th birthday, he received a dreadful diagnosis that would forever
change his life. from fear to faith: a survivor’s story, is an inspiring tale of how
one man battled courageously against unfavorable odds to overcome a rare and
deadly form of cancer. in from fear to faith, author matt talford takes you on a
journey through his personal war on cancer and shares the physical, mental and
spiritual tools that inspired him to reverse what he referred to as “a slow death,”
and how he courageously fought to overcome a dreadful condition that to this day,
he refuses to take ownership of, choosing the words, “i was diagnosed with…” as
opposed to “i had…” ...more

LORDS OF THE NORTH (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON
STORIES #3)
from bernard cornwell, the undisputed master of historical fiction, hailed as "the
direct heir to patrick o'brien,"* comes the third volume in the exhilarating saxon
chronicles: the story of the birth of england as the saxons struggle to repel the danish
invaders. the year is 878, and as lords of the north begins, the saxons of wessex,
under king alfred, have defeated the d from bernard cornwell, the undisputed master
of historical fiction, hailed as "the direct heir to patrick o'brien,"* comes the third
volume in the exhilarating saxon chronicles: the story of the birth of england as the
saxons struggle to repel the danish invaders. the year is 878, and as lords of the north
begins, the saxons of wessex, under king alfred, have defeated the danes to keep their
kingdom free. uhtred, the dispossessed son of a northumbrian lord, helped alfred win
that victory, but now he is disgusted by alfred's lack of generosity. uhtred flees
wessex, going north to search for his stepsister, who was taken prisoner by kjartan the
cruel, a danish lord who lurks in the formidable stronghold of dunholm. uhtred
Readable/Downloadable
arrives in the north to discover rebellion, chaos, and fear. his only ally is hild, a west
saxon nun fleeing her calling, and his best hope is his sword, serpent-breath, with
which he has made a notable reputation as a warrior. he needs other partners if he is
to attack dunholm, and chooses guthred, a seemingly deluded slave who believes he
is a king. together they cross the pennines, where fanatical christians and beleaguered
danes have formed a desperate alliance to confront the terrible viking lords who rule
northumbria. instead of victory uhtred finds betrayal. but he also discovers love and
redemption as he is forced to turn once again to his reluctant ally, alfred the great. it
is alfred who sees opportunity in northumbria's chaos, and alfred who looses uhtred
and his stepbrother, ragnar, onto dunholm, the invincible fortress on its great spur of
rock. a breathtaking adventure, lords of the north is also the story of the creation of
england, as the english and danes fight against each other, but also find common
cause and create a common language. in the end they will become one people, but as
uhtred will discover, their union is forged through the white heat of battle. * the
economist ...more
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THE PALE HORSEMAN (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON
STORIES #2)
in a clash of heroes, the kingdom is born. as the last unvanquished piece of
england, wessex is eyed hungrily by the fearsome viking conquerors. uhtred, a
dispossessed young nobleman, is tied to the imperiled land by birth and marriage
but was raised by the danish invaders—and he questions where his allegiance
must lie. but blood is his destiny, and when the overwhelming vi in a clash of
heroes, the kingdom is born. as the last unvanquished piece of england, wessex is
eyed hungrily by the fearsome viking conquerors. uhtred, a dispossessed young
Readable/Downloadable
nobleman, is tied to the imperiled land by birth and marriage but was raised by the
danish invaders—and he questions where his allegiance must lie. but blood is his
destiny, and when the overwhelming viking horde attacks out of a wintry
darkness, uhtred must put aside all hatred and distrust and stand beside his
embattled country's staunch defender—the fugitive king alfred. the pale horseman
is a gripping, monumental adventure that gives breathtaking life to one of the
most important epochs in english history—yet another masterwork from new york
times bestselling author bernard cornwell. ...more

THE EMPTY THRONE (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON
STORIES #8)
this eighth entry in new york times bestselling author bernard cornwell's epic
saxon tales series brings to life the harrowing and turbulent tale of a nation torn
apart by sectarian and religious strife, a political struggle dominated by dynastic
rivalries, and the remarkable strength that elevates some characters above their
time “the reigning king of historical fiction.” this eighth entry in new york times
bestselling author bernard cornwell's epic saxon tales series brings to life the
harrowing and turbulent tale of a nation torn apart by sectarian and religious strife,
a political struggle dominated by dynastic rivalries, and the remarkable strength
that elevates some characters above their time “the reigning king of historical
fiction.” —usa today “my name is uhtred. i am the son of uhtred, who was the son
of uhtred ” britain, early tenth century ad: a time of change. there are new raids by
the vikings from ireland, and turmoil among the saxons over the leadership of
Readable/Downloadable
mercia. a younger generation is taking over. Æthelred, the ruler of mercia, is
dying, leaving no legitimate heir. the west saxons want their king, but uhtred has
long supported athelflaed, sister to king edward of wessex and widow of
aethelred. widely loved and respected, athelflaed has all the makings of a
leader—but could saxon warriors ever accept a woman as their ruler? the stage is
set for rivals to fight for the empty throne. uhtred is still suffering from the
wounds he received in battle. to recover his strength he needs to find the sword
that caused the injury, but lost amid the battle’s blood and mud, how could it be
traced and who among the vikings or saxons might be holding it? in the end it is
one champion, one hero, who will destroy the new viking threat to mercia and
ultimately decide the fate of england. with this eighth entry in the epic saxon tales
series, we are reminded once again why new york times bestselling author bernard
cornwell is “the most prolific and successful historical novelist in the world
today” (wall street journal). ...more

SWORD SONG (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON STORIES #4)
"bernard cornwell ranks as the current alpha male of testoterone-enriched
historical fiction....this satisfying tale leaves you hungry for more of uhtred's
adventures." -usa todaythe year is 885, and england is at peace, divided between
the danish kingdom to the north and the saxon kingdom of wessex in the south.
warrior by instinct and viking by nature, uhtred, the dispos "bernard cornwell
ranks as the current alpha male of testoterone-enriched historical fictionthis
satisfying tale leaves you hungry for more of uhtred's adventures." -usa todaythe
year is 885, and england is at peace, divided between the danish kingdom to the
north and the saxon kingdom of wessex in the south. warrior by instinct and
viking by nature, uhtred, the dispossessed son of northumbrian lord, has land, a
wife and children-and a duty to king alfred to hold the frontier on the thames. but
a dead man has risen, and new vikings have invaded the decayed roman city of
london with dreams of conquering wessex.with uhtred's help. suddenly forced to
weigh his oath to the king against the dangerous turning side of shifting
allegiances and deadly power struggles, uhtred-alfred's sharpest sword-must now
make the choice that will determine england's future. .more
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THE PAGAN LORD (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON STORIES
#7)
bernard cornwell-who "is at his enthralling best conveying one of the defining
periods of english history" (wall street journal)-returns to his epic saxon tales saga
with this dramatic story of divided loyalties, bloody battles, and the struggle to
unite britain at the onset of the tenth century, england is in turmoil. alfred the great
is dead and edward his son reig bernard cornwell-who "is at his enthralling best
conveying one of the defining periods of english history" (wall street journal)returns to his epic saxon tales saga with this dramatic story of divided loyalties,
bloody battles, and the struggle to unite britain at the onset of the tenth century,
england is in turmoil. alfred the great is dead and edward his son reigns as king.
Readable/Downloadable
wessex survives but peace cannot hold: the danes in the north, led by viking cnut
longsword, stand ready to invade and will never rest until the emerald crown is
theirs. uhtred, once alfred's great warrior but now out of favor with the new king,
must lead a band of outcasts north to recapture his old family home, that great
northumbrian fortress, bebbanburg. loyalties will be divided and men will fall, as
every saxon kingdom is drawn into the bloodiest battle yet with the danes; a war
which will decide the fate of every king, and the entire english nation. with the
pagan lord, new york times bestselling author bernard cornwell-"the reigning king
of historical fiction" (usa today)-continues his magnificent epic of the making of
england during the middle ages, vividly bringing to life the uneasy alliances,
bloody battles, and deadly intrigue that gave birth to the british nation. ...more

THE BURNING LAND (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON
STORIES #5)
the enemy is massing on the borders, a united force for once. the king, a man of
many victories, is in failing health, and his heir is an untested youth. uthred, the
king's champion, leads his country's forces to war, but his victory is soured by
personal tragedy and by the envy of the king's court. so he breaks with the king
and takes off for the land of his birth, determin the enemy is massing on the
Readable/Downloadable
borders, a united force for once. the king, a man of many victories, is in failing
health, and his heir is an untested youth. uthred, the king's champion, leads his
country's forces to war, but his victory is soured by personal tragedy and by the
envy of the king's court. so he breaks with the king and takes off for the land of
his birth, determined to resist all calls for his return. that is, until one unexpected
request... this is the making of england brought magnificently to life by the master
of historical fiction. .more

DEATH OF KINGS (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON STORIES
#6)
the master of historical fiction presents the iconic story of king alfred and the
making of a nation. as the ninth century wanes, england appears about to be
plunged into chaos once more. for the viking-raised but saxon-born warrior,
uhtred, whose life seems to shadow the making of england, this presents him with
difficult choices. king alfred is dying and his passing thre the master of historical
fiction presents the iconic story of king alfred and the making of a nation. as the
ninth century wanes, england appears about to be plunged into chaos once more.
for the viking-raised but saxon-born warrior, uhtred, whose life seems to shadow
the making of england, this presents him with difficult choices. king alfred is
Readable/Downloadable
dying and his passing threatens the island of britain to renewed warfare. alfred
wants his son, edward, to succeed him but there are other saxon claimants to the
throne as well as ambitious pagan vikings to the north. uhtred's loyalty - and his
vows - were to alfred, not to his son, and despite his long years of service to
alfred, he is still not committed to the saxon cause. his own desire is to reclaim his
long lost lands and castle to the north. but the challenge to him, as the king,s
warrior, is that he knows that he will either be the means of making alfred,s dream
of a united and christian england come to pass or be responsible for condemning it
to oblivion. this novel is a dramatic story of the power of tribal commitment and
the terrible difficulties of divided loyalties. this is the making of england
magnificently brought to life by the master of historical fiction. ...more
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REACH CHRONICLES: A COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH MODEL
FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS IN SINGAPORE: A
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH MODEL FOR CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS IN SINGAPORE
an easy read with a "how-to" intent, this book provides the insights and process of
a practical and viable community mental health team. the authors of the book have
produced a book which is as close an account to the reality of making the reach
team a value add to the mental wellness of students. this is the first book in
singapore that details the synergy of the various an easy read with a "how-to"
intent, this book provides the insights and process of a practical and viable
community mental health team. the authors of the book have produced a book
which is as close an account to the reality of making the reach team a value add to
the mental wellness of students. this is the first book in singapore that details the
synergy of the various levels of decision making to enable a child and adolescent
community mental health team to take shape, allowing hospital staff to reach
students and service providers in primary care. sample chapter(s) foreword (26 kb)
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introduction (166 kb) chapter 1: the vision (1,460 kb) contents: introduction
"(brian poh & cai yiming)"the vision "(tay so leng, chan mei chern and daniel
fung)"mental health outreach: processes and services "(cheryl lee)"supporting
schools: strengthening the first line of defence for students with mental halth
difficulties "(wong hui yi and july lies)"partnership with vwos "(estella lim and
liew shiang hui)"partnership with general practitioners (gps) "(sim wan
hua)"resources "(july lies)"taking stock and reaching beyond "(delphine koh,
jillian boon, daniel fung, john wong, chan mei chern, cheak ching cheng and han
bing ling)" readership: providers of services for children and their families;
practitioners who are interested in program development for communities external
parties who want to learn about community outreach services; reach's partners
(school counsellors, gps, voluntary welfare organisations, etc.); mental health care
professionals and school counsellors in other countries, policy makers,
administrators (including those financing and supporting the operations),
educators, community agency counsellors, graduate and post-graduate students
who conduct research on community mental health services. ...more

THE LAST KINGDOM (THE WARRIOR CHRONICLES/SAXON
STORIES #1)
in the middle years of the ninth-century, the fierce danes stormed onto british soil,
hungry for spoils and conquest. kingdom after kingdom fell to the ruthless
invaders until but one realm remained. and suddenly the fate of all england—and
the course of history—depended upon one man, one king. from new york times
bestselling storyteller bernard cornwell comes a rousing epi in the middle years of
Readable/Downloadable
the ninth-century, the fierce danes stormed onto british soil, hungry for spoils and
conquest. kingdom after kingdom fell to the ruthless invaders until but one realm
remained. and suddenly the fate of all england—and the course of
history—depended upon one man, one king. from new york times bestselling
storyteller bernard cornwell comes a rousing epic adventure of courage, treachery,
duty, devotion, majesty, love, and battle as seen through the eyes of a young
warrior who straddled two worlds. ...more

ASSASSIN'S CREED, INCLUDING: CHARACTERS OF ASSASSIN'S CREED, ASSASSIN'S CREED: RENAISSANCE,
ASSASSIN'S CREED: ALTA R'S CHRONICLES, ASSASSIN'S CREED II, ASSASSIN'S CREED: BLOODLINES,
ASSASSIN'S CREED II: DISCOVERY, ASSASSIN'S CREED: BROTHERHOOD
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus
books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative
books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the content of
this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this
content has been curated from wikipedia articles and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain content is being added. we believe books such as this
represent a new and exciting lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book contains chapters focused on assassin's
creed, and assassin's creed characters. more info: assassin's creed is a historical fantasy/science fiction third person action-adventure
video game developed by ubisoft montreal and published by ubisoft. it was released worldwide in november 2007 on the playstation 3
and xbox 360, the pirated version of assassin's creed was one of the most popular titles for piracy during the first week of march 2008.
the presence of the bug and performance of the pirated version of the game was believed by ubisoft to lead to "irreparable harm" for
the game and resulted in low retail sales; npd group reports that 40,000 copies of the pc title were sold in united states in july, while
more than 700,000 copies were illegally downloaded according to ubisoft. in july 2008, ubisoft sued disc manufacturer optical experts
manufacturing, believing the company to be the source of the leak, citing poor security procedures that allowed an employee to leave
with a copy of the game. according to gamepro, assassin's creed is one of the "finest gaming experiences ever created" if you are
willing to be "patient" due to the lack of fast-paced action. hypers darren wells commends the game for its "great story, great graphics
and intuitive controls." however, he criticises it for "some missions that don't feel right on the pc and its loopy menu system." ...more
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I AND II CHRONICLES (DAILY STUDY BIBLE (DAILY STUDY BIBLE)
taking a careful look at the setting, form, and content of i and ii chronicles, j.g.
mcconville describes how these two often neglected books present god's purpose
for his people at a crucial time in their history - the period of restoration after the
exile.
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SON OF A DARK WIZARD (THE DARK WIZARD CHRONICLES, #1)
thirteen year old prince sorren survived the surprise attack on his castle, but the
young wizard’s life is left in ruins. his father’s been assassinated, he was forced to
flee his castle, and he lost his left arm. but he’s not about to lose the kingdom his
father promised would someday be his. he doesn’t care if his father’s assassin is a
boy believed to be the chosen one, thirteen year old prince sorren survived the
surprise attack on his castle, but the young wizard’s life is left in ruins. his father’s
Readable/Downloadable
been assassinated, he was forced to flee his castle, and he lost his left arm. but
he’s not about to lose the kingdom his father promised would someday be his. he
doesn’t care if his father’s assassin is a boy believed to be the chosen one, or if the
prophecy that foretold his father’s death also calls for his own death at the same
boy’s hands. he sets out in search of the boy, ready to battle him face to face. but
the chosen one keeps a powerful weapon, and sorren soon learns that even a dark
wizard’s powers will not be enough to take his kingdom back. ...more

THE RIVER OF TIME CHRONICLES (RIVER OF TIME #1-3)
love calls across the centuries in the river of time series. waterfall: gabi and lia are
stuck among the rubble of medieval castles in rural tuscany on yet another hot,
boring, and dusty archeological site … until gabi places her hand atop a handprint
in an ancient tomb and finds herself in fourteenth-century italy. cascade: when
gabi and lia find themselves back in the four love calls across the centuries in the
river of time series. waterfall: gabi and lia are stuck among the rubble of medieval
castles in rural tuscany on yet another hot, boring, and dusty archeological site … Readable/Downloadable
until gabi places her hand atop a handprint in an ancient tomb and finds herself in
fourteenth-century italy. cascade: when gabi and lia find themselves back in the
fourteenth century—and in the middle of major battles alongside romantic knights
in shining armor—they have no idea if they can get back. or if they even want to.
torrent: when gabi and lia finally learn to surf the river of time, they realize they
must make hard choices about life and love in torrent, the third and final book in
the river of time series. ...more

THE BLACK COMPANY (THE CHRONICLES OF THE BLACK
COMPANY #1)
librarian note: an alternate cover for this edition can be found here. some feel the
lady, newly risen from centuries in thrall, stands between humankind and evil.
some feel she is evil itself. the hard-bitten men of the black company take their
pay and do what they must, burying their doubts with their dead.until the
prophesy: the white rose has been reborn, somewhere, to librarian note: an
alternate cover for this edition can be found here. some feel the lady, newly risen
from centuries in thrall, stands between humankind and evil. some feel she is evil
itself. the hard-bitten men of the black company take their pay and do what they
must, burying their doubts with their dead. until the prophesy: the white rose has
been reborn, somewhere, to embody good once more. there must be a way for the
black company to find her... so begins one of the greatest fantasy epics of our
age—glen cook's chronicles of the black company. .more
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BLACK ONYX (THE BLACK ONYX CHRONICLES #1)
the greatest mystery of mankind... the piri reis map. the most enigmatic artifact in
existence. drawn by an ottoman admiral in 1513 and taken from much more
ancient maps, it displays sections of antarctica that could only have been visible
from the air before the great ice age nearly 6000 years ago. explorer and treasure
hunter dillon mentzer believes the information in the the greatest mystery of
mankind. the piri reis map. the most enigmatic artifact in existence. drawn by an
ottoman admiral in 1513 and taken from much more ancient maps, it displays
sections of antarctica that could only have been visible from the air before the
great ice age nearly 6000 years ago. explorer and treasure hunter dillon mentzer
believes the information in the map was discovered by an advanced civilization
now lost to history. when word reaches him that an expedition is being mounted
by a man claiming to have discovered a lost city, dillon takes the chance and joins
with him. the most powerful weapon of the ancient world. what dillon finds is a
civilization more advanced than our own with a terrible secret: a weapon that has Readable/Downloadable
remained hidden for sixty centuries. when the weapon, dubbed "black onyx," is
exposed, dillon decides it's too powerful to leave and takes it back with him. an
evil that will stop at nothing. when the black onyx is revealed, el sacerdote, the
most powerful man in the juarez cartel, learns of its power. he will destroy anyone
and everything to get it. he kidnaps those closest to dillon who reveal to him that
there is not one, but multiple black onyx suits. el sacerdote travels to the antarctic
to retrieve a weapon that will allow him to butcher any who oppose him. with the
fate of the world in his hands, dillon must choose whether the fight is worth it. but
something he could never have imagined awaits him.an entity more powerful than
even the black onyx. a short novel. about the author victor methos is the author of
fifteen bestselling novels and his books have topped the bestseller charts year after
year. coming from a mathematics and philosophy background, he is currently on a
quest to climb the "seven summits," the seven highest mountains on earth. 273 kb
.more

DOWN A LOST ROAD (THE LOST ROAD CHRONICLES #1)
the way her summer vacation is beginning might be everything 16-year-old
merelin lindon ever imagined - in her wildest daydreams. her father has been
missing for four years. so when she receives a small token that once belonged to
him, she knows something strange is happening. without any warning, merelin
finds herself drawn into a world somehow connected with earth's myth the way
her summer vacation is beginning might be everything 16-year-old merelin lindon
ever imagined - in her wildest daydreams. her father has been missing for four
Readable/Downloadable
years. so when she receives a small token that once belonged to him, she knows
something strange is happening. without any warning, merelin finds herself drawn
into a world somehow connected with earth's mythical past. as she learns the truth
of her father's past, the nightmare begins, and she finds herself the target of a
terrifying hunt. with the help of a fascinating and sometimes infuriating young
man named yatol, she chooses to hazard everything, to suffer things she never
imagined, in a foolhardy quest to rescue her father and save his people. but it may
cost her more than she can imagine... .more

THE WOLF GIFT (THE WOLF GIFT CHRONICLES #1)
the time is the present. the place, the rugged coast of northern california. a bluff high above the pacific. a grand
mansion full of beauty and tantalizing history set against a towering redwood forest. a young reporter on assignment
from the san francisco observer an older woman, welcoming him into her magnificent, historic family home that he
has been sent to write ab the time is the present. the place, the rugged coast of northern california. a bluff high above
the pacific. a grand mansion full of beauty and tantalizing history set against a towering redwood forest. a young
reporter on assignment from the san francisco observer an older woman, welcoming him into her magnificent,
historic family home that he has been sent to write about and that she must sell with some urgency a chance
encounter between two unlikely people an idyllic night—shattered by horrific unimaginable violencethe young man
inexplicably attacked—bitten—by a beast he cannot see in the rural darkness a violent episode that sets in motion a
terrifying yet seductive transformation as the young man, caught between ecstasy and horror, between embracing
Readable/Downloadable
who he is evolving into and fearing who—what—he will become, soon experiences the thrill of the wolf gift. as he
resists the paradoxical pleasure and enthrallment of his wolfen savagery and delights in the power and (surprising)
capacity for good, he is caught up in a strange and dangerous rescue and is desperately hunted as “the man wolf,” by
authorities, the media and scientists (evidence of dna threaten to reveal his dual existence) as a new and profound
love enfolds him, questions emerge that propel him deeper into his mysterious new world: questions of why and how
he has been given this gift; of its true nature and the curious but satisfying pull towards goodness; of the profound
realization that there are others like him who may be watching—guardian creatures who have existed throughout
time and may possess ancient secrets and alchemical knowledge and throughout it all, the search for salvation for a
soul tormented by a new realm of temptations, and the fraught, exhilarating journey, still to come, of being and
becoming, fully, both wolf and man. ...more
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THE FORGOTTEN LEGION (FORGOTTEN LEGION CHRONICLES #1)
an epic roman novel which follows three men and one woman bound in servitude
to the republic. romulus and fabiola are twins, born into slavery after their mother
is raped by a drunken nobleman. at thirteen-years-old, they are sold — romulus to
gladiator school, fabiola into prostitution where she will catch the eye of one of
the most powerful men in rome. tarquinius is an et an epic roman novel which
follows three men and one woman bound in servitude to the republic. romulus and
fabiola are twins, born into slavery after their mother is raped by a drunken
nobleman. at thirteen-years-old, they are sold — romulus to gladiator school,
Readable/Downloadable
fabiola into prostitution where she will catch the eye of one of the most powerful
men in rome. tarquinius is an etruscan warrior and soothsayer, and an enemy of
rome, but doomed to fight for the republic in the forgotten legion. brennus is a
gaul; the romans killed his entire family. he rises to become one of the most
famous and feared gladiators of his day — and mentor to the boy slave, romulus,
who dreams night and day of escape and revenge. the lives of the four are bound
together into a marvellous story which begins in a rome riven by corruption,
violence and politics, and ends far away at the very border of the known world.
...more

FAERIE WARS (THE FAERIE WARS CHRONICLES #1)
when henry atherton helps mr. fogarty clean up around his house, he expects to
find a mess and a cranky old man; what he doesn't expect to find is pyrgus
malvae, crown prince of the faerie realm, who has escaped the treacherous faeries
of the night by traveling to the human world through a portal powered by trapped
lightning. an egomaniacal demon prince, greedy glue factor when henry atherton
helps mr. fogarty clean up around his house, he expects to find a mess and a
cranky old man; what he doesn't expect to find is pyrgus malvae, crown prince of
the faerie realm, who has escaped the treacherous faeries of the night by traveling
to the human world through a portal powered by trapped lightning. an
egomaniacal demon prince, greedy glue factory owners brimstone and chalkhill,
and the nefarious lord hairstreak, leader of the faeries of the night, all dream of
ruling the faerie realm and are out to kill pyrgus. enlisting the help of his sister,
holly blue, and his new friend, henry, pyrgus must get back to the faerie world
alive before one of his many enemies gets to him instead. but how many portals
are open, and can pyrgus find the right one before it falls into the wrong hands?
conjuring scenes filled with vivid color, unforgettable detail, and fearless
characters, author herbie brennan brings readers to the faerie world, where
nothing is ever what it seems and no one can be trusted. ...more
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